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Hi Fred,
The BSH event seems for only very special people !! I would be keen to go along but will gladly sit out if
Michael is going and there are no other spaces.
Thanks again.
I have come across bhsl as I was part of a DETI SBRI project last year in which we were looking at solutions
for Poultry litter (PL). My project was gasification but the fluidised bed options were naturally reviewed. It
would be interesting to know a little more about BHSL and what collaborations and interests they might
have in NI, you’d reckon their technologies would sit well with our PL issues !!
Regards
Chris
Chris Johnston
Tel:- 02892681540
email:- chris.johnston@afbini.gov.uk
Personal information redacted by the
RHI Inquiry

From: Fred Tottenham [mailto:
Sent: 20 May 2014 20:39
To: Michael Doran; Johnston, Chris
Subject: Fwd: Official Invite

Michael, Chris
Have you ever come across Biomass Heating Solutions in Limerick. They have developed a great
small scale fluidized bed boiler that can use poultry litter. See www.bhsl.com
I can't make the event below. If either, or both, of you are interested I'll ask if you can have my
invite.
Fred
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Ursula Murphy" <ursula@massivepr.tv>
Date: 20 May 2014 16:45
Subject: Official Invite
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-

OFFICIAL INVITE -

I am writing to you on behalf of BS Holdings and Charles Hurst Group, who would like to
formally invite you to join them at a visit to the new Charles Hurst Ferrari Showroom, where they
will unveil Northern Ireland’s first heating and cooling plant fuelled by locally produced biomass.
BS Holding is a leading heat engineering specialist company and the first organisation in Northern
Ireland to develop a revolutionary heating and cooling plant fuelled by locally produced biomass.
This technology has been installed at Charles Hurst Group’s new Ferrari showroom in Belfast and
is the first installation of its kind in Northern Ireland. The system, which is fuelled by Co.
Fermanagh produced brites wood pellets, has also been accepted in the Northern Ireland
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) scheme.

To date Charles Hurst Group has invested over £322,000 in BS Holdings’ unique modularised renewable
systems to provide their heating, hot water and cooling requirements. The success of the initial installations
in the Chrysler Jeep and Ferrari / Maserati showrooms has encouraged the company to look at further
installations throughout their Northern Ireland network including their Premier Cars division, which was
completed in February, and an additional ten installations are possible over the next 12 months including
offices, showrooms and workshops.

These local companies are leading the way in their sectors by embracing renewables and offer the
ideal platform to showcase how the Renewable Heat Incentive is benefiting companies in Northern
Ireland by reducing their carbon emission and business overheads.
In order to recognise the partnership of these local companies and the proactive efforts they are
making towards sustainability they are hosting an event for dignitaries, key industry
representatives, Invest NI, and international suppliers.
I would like to formally invite you to come to this event at the Charles Hurst Ferrari / Maserati
showroom and see this unique heating and cooling system in operation and meet the teams behind
the projects. We will have an official photographer present at the event and hope to take a number
of images for press.
Date:
Time:
Location:

Thursday 29th May 2014
10am – 11.30am
Charles Hurst Ferrari showroom, 62 Boucher Road, Belfast, BT12 6LR

I would be grateful if you could RSVP on or before Wednesday 21st May to assist us in confirming
all catering requirements in advance of the visit.
Yours sincerely,
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U Murphy
C/O BS Holdings
Ursula Murphy
Senior Account Manager, Massive PR
Ursula@massivepr.tv
T:
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